
Spelling Words

Level 300

Unit 1

band a musical group

beg to ask for

bend to curve or make crooked

brush a tool made of bristles for painting; to use a tool made of bristles

chick a baby chicken

cloth a woven material of cotton or wool

plot events that make up a story

punch to hit someone or something with the fist

thank to show appreciation

trick something done to fool someone

belt a strip of material that is worn around the waist

cap a hat with a brim only on the front

chin the front part of the jaw below the lips

cost price

end where something stops

hum a soft noise made with the lips together

ill sick, not well

shell the hard outer covering of some animals and insects

things any objects that can be heard, seen, smelled, touched, or tasted

catch to get a hold of a moving object

fight a battle with fists and loud voices

knee the part of your leg that helps it to bend

knock to hit hard

knot a tight tangle made with string or rope

know to understand or have information about something

light the kind of energy that allows us to see

match a small wooden stick used to start a fire

night the time between when the sun goes down and when it rises again

patch a small piece of cloth used to fix a hole in clothing

right the opposite of left (direction)

write to make letters with a pencil or pen



wrong not true or right

wrote what you did yesterday when you made letters with a pencil or pen

Unit 2

be To exist

capital An upper case letter in the alphabet

correctly In a proper manner

go To proceed, or move away from

he One of the words used in talking about a male person

hi A greeting, the same as "hello"

ho An expression used to attract attention to something specific

me One of the words you use when you talk about yourself

no The opposite of yes 

she One of the words used in talking about a female person

so Showing the result of something

symbol One thing that stands for something else

title An official name for something

we
One of the words you use when you talk about yourself and others 

together as a group

and A word that connects other words or phrases together.

are A "be" verb used with a plural noun subject.

comfort To bring hope or cheer.

connect To join things together.

holiday A day of celebration in honor of a person or event.

of A function word indicating reason, position, or time.

only Alone; by itself.

section A part or piece of something.

the An article; a word pointing out a noun in a sentence.

to A word showing movement toward something; direction or nearness.

too A word meaning also or very. 

two A whole number between one and three. 

why A question word meaning for what purpose. 

who A question word asking which or what person. 

you The person being talked to in a conversation.

your Of or about you 



bite To grab and tear with the teeth.

came Past tense of come; having moved toward something.

cape A large coat with no sleeves, worn over the shoulders.

cone An object shaped like a party hat; a crispy cookie that holds ice cream.

copy To make something so that it looks exactly like something else.

cute Pretty.

dine To eat.

fade To lose color or strength.

fine Very nice; clean; very small.

kite A toy tied to a string and flown up in the air.

pine An evergreen tree.

ripe Ready to harvest.

use To put something to work.

vowel The most important part of a syllable.

short Small in height; limited in time.

activity Movement.

alphabet The twenty-six letters used to write words.

beach The sandy shore along a lake or ocean.

bead A small shape with holes to be strung on a necklace.

cheer Gladness; lightheartedness; a shout of encouragement.

circle A flat shape that is perfectly round.

clean To wash dirt away.

float To rest on the surface of water.

goat A short-haired animal with horns, related to sheep.

maid A woman paid to care for a house.

neat Clean; tidy; organized.

paid To get something in return for work or help.

practice To learn by doing something over and over again.

seed The plant part which grows into a new plant.

speak To make words by using the voice.

speech Spoken words.

Unit 3

burst To come apart or break open suddenly.

circle The shape of an object such as a ring.



curl To twist into ringlets or coils.

curtain A piece of cloth hanging across a window.

dirt Earth or soil.

heard Received by the ear.

herd A large group of animals.

hurry To move with haste or speed.

jerk To give an abrupt pull.

nurse A person trained to care for the sick.

perch A rod or branch used as a roost for a bird.

perfect Excellent in all ways.

word A sound or combination of sounds that have meaning.

alarm A sudden fear caused by a real or imagined danger.

apart In pieces.

cart A small wheeled vehicle pushed by hand.

cartoon A drawing of a funny situation.

farmer One who operates a farm.

guard To protect from harm or danger.

harbor A sheltered part of a body of water.

harm Physical injury or damage.

heart The muscle in the body that pumps blood.

march To walk in rhythm with others.

market A place where things are sold.

park A piece of land used for play.

quarrel An angry disagreement.

sharp having a fine point.

smart Known as being clever or wise.

afternoon The part of the day from noon until sunset.

asleep Napping; resting with the eyes closed.

awake To wake up from sleep.

beautiful Pretty; lovely to look at.

borrow To use for a time with the promise of returning.

broken In more than one piece.

fancy Very finely decorated.

fixed Put back together.

hate To feel total dislike toward.

love A very strong feeling of liking someone or something.



morning The early part of the day; before noon.

plain Ordinary; not pretty.

save To set aside for future use; to collect.

ugly Not pleasing to the eye.

born Created; brought into life by birth.

force Strength or power.

forget To lose track of; to be unable to remember.

fourth A number in the location four in aN ordered list.

forth Forward in time or place.

Lord A name for God.

north In the direction of the north pole; opposite of south. 

order The arrangement of a group of people or things in an exact way.

porcupine An animal with a coat of stiff bristles.

pore A tiny opening in the skin of an animal or plant.

poor Having very little money or owning few things.

pour To cause liquid to flow out in a stream.

report To tell or give information about a subject.

shore Stretch of land bordering a lake or ocean.

torn Past tense of tear; to have ripped or pulled apart.

Unit 4

already By this time.

broom A tool used for sweeping.

famous Something that is well-known.

fool A person who doesn't obey God; someone who makes bad decisions.

hook A curved piece of metal used to catch fish.

join To fasten together.

measure To find the size of something.

neighborhood An area where people all live inside of a city.

rooster A male chicken.

shoulder The body part that connects the arm to the rest of the body.

spoil To damage something.

surround To enclose on all sides.

taught What your teacher did yesterday when she helped you to learn.

touch To feel with some part of your body.

treasure Something very valuable.



allow to let someone do something

below on a lower level; the opposite of above 

draw to make a picture using a pencil

drawer a box that slides in and out of a desk or dresser

fellow a man or a boy

frown an expression on your face when you are unhappy

growl a low, angry sound

grown gotten bigger or taller

howl a long, loud, sad cry

narrow not wide; slender

pillow a soft bag that is put under the head to sleep

plow a farm tool used to break up the soil for planting seeds

stew a thick soup of meat and vegetables

thrown to have tossed something through the air

view something that can be seen

bicycle Two-wheeled transportation.

candy A sweet food made from sugar.

chimney
A passage that carries smoke from the fireplace to the outside of a 

building.

daydream To imagine pleasant things.

donkey A four-legged animal that is smaller than a horse.

doorway A hole in the wall where a door fits.

enjoy To be pleased with something.

everybody Including all people; everyone.

lying Saying something that is not true; to be stretched out on something.

obey To follow rules or instructions.

royal Belonging to a queen or king.

syllable A group of letters in a word that is spoken as a single sound.

turkey A large bird with a bare head and white or reddish feathers.

valley A low area of land between mountains or hills.

yesterday The day before today.

Unit 5

awful Terrible.



cause
The reason for an action; the person, thing, or event that makes 

something happen.

drew To have made a picture or drawing.

join To fasten together.

laugh A sound that shows that a person is happy or that something is funny.

owner The person to whom something belongs.

phone A shortened word for telephone. 

ready Prepared.

though Even if; still; anyway.

throw To fling something so that it travels through the air.

bought Paid for.

bright Shining.

brought Carried.

caught Taken.

fight A battle, sometimes using force or loud voices.

fright Sudden fear.

might Strength, power.

night The time between sundown and sunrise.

right The opposite of left (direction).

sight The ability to see.

taught To have given information to help someone learn.

thought Idea, what a person thinks.

answered Replied, responded.

apricot A round orange fruit that looks like a small peach.

children More than one boy or girl.

clothes Things that are worn to cover the body.

corner The place where two walls come together.

enough The right amount.

everywhere In all places.

happiest Showing the most enjoyment.

kitchen A room where food is prepared and cooked.

knocked To have hit something hard.

please A polite expression.

untied To take apart string or rope that had been tied.



Unit 6

cheer A shout of praise.

deer A swift animal with hooves and antlers.

direction
Where something is moving toward or coming from; south, north, east, 

west.

invention Something made from a person's imagination.

mention To write or speak about something very briefly.

peer Someone of your own age or ability.

question Something that is asked in order to learn something.

station A place where a person or thing is sent out from. 

steer To control.

vacation A time of rest from work or school.

age The amount of time someone or something has lived.

bridge A structure that allows people to pass over water, valleys, or roads.

cage A structure that is closed in by wire or bars to keep animals inside.

edge The place where something ends; a border.

game A contest that a person or a team tries to win.

girl A female child.

goat An animal with short horns and coarse hair.

gum A flavored candy-like treat for chewing.

judge Someone who makes decisions in a court of law.

page One side of a sheet of paper in a book or magazine.

air What living things breathe.

calf A young cow or bull.

calves More than one young cow or bull.

fair Honest, just.

fairy A small make-believe creature with magic powers.

hair Thread-like substance that grows from the top of a person's head.

half One part of something that has been cut into two equal part.

halves Both parts of something that has been cut into two equal parts.

leaf The green, flat part of a plant.

leaves Many of the green, flat parts of a plant.

pair Two things that are alike and go together.

repair Fix.

stair One of the steps that lead from one story of a building to another.



thief Someone who steals.

thieves More than one person who steals.

believe to think that something is true

ceiling the top surface of a room

chief someone who is the leader of a group of people

die to stop living

eight a number that is one greater than seven; 8

eighteen a number that is one greater than seventeen; 18

eighty a number that is one greater than 79; 80

either one or the other of two things

field a piece of land with few or no trees

fries a shorter word for French fries; salty, fried potatoes

lie something that is not true

neither not one or the other

pie a crust covered dessert

piece a part of something

receive to take

sleigh a wagon with metal runners instead of wheels

seize to grab hold of suddenly

thief someone who steals

tie to fasten with string or cord

weigh to measure how heavy something is

Unit 7

afternoon The time between noon and evening

backyard The yard at the rear of the house

baseball A game played with a bat and a ball

bedroom A room for sleeping

butterfly An insect with a slender body and beautiful wings

cowboy A man who tends cattle and does many jobs on horseback

cupcake A small cake baked in a cup-shaped pan

daydream To imagine pleasant things

doorbell
A bell outside a door that is rung to let anyone inside know that 

someone is at the door.

doorway An opening in the wall into which a door fits.

everybody Every person.



football A game played with an oval ball and two teams on a rectangular field.

outdoor Done in the open air.

skyscraper A very tall building.

snowstorm A storm with heavy snow and high winds.

workmen Men who perform some kind of hard work.

clapping Striking the hands together over and over.

decided The past tense of decide; having made up one's mind.

dipping Putting something into a liquid and then lifting it out again quickly.

dragged The past tense of drag; pulled along the ground.

grabbed The past tense of grab; taken or grasped suddenly.

hugged The past tense of hug; held closely with gentleness.

invited
The past tense of invite; politely asked to go somewhere or do 

something.

measured
The past tense of measure; having found the size or weight of 

something.

nodding Quickly moving your head up and down as a way of saying yes.

noticed The past tense of notice; having caught sight of something or someone.

proving Showing that something is true.

sharing Using or doing something with someone else.

shining Giving off light.

sneezing
A sudden and repeated force of air out of the nose and mouth without 

being able to stop.

tagged The past tense of tag; touched briefly.

wrapping Winding or folding a cover around something.

cooler Becoming less warm.

coolest Having the coldest temperature.

fresher Food that was made or picked a shorter time ago than another.

richer Having more money than someone else.

richest Having more money than anyone else.

riper Fruit that is more ready to eat than another.

ripest Fruit that is the most ready to eat.

thicker Having more in between the two sides of something.

thickest Having the most in between the two sides of something.

thinnest Having the least in between the two sides of something.

weaker Having less strength than someone or something else.

weakest Having less strength than anyone or anything.



address The writing on an envelope that tells where it is to be sent.

appear To come into sight.

beneath Below, underneath.

breath Air that is pulled into or pushed out of the lungs.

church A building where a group of Christians worship together.

courage Bravery.

draw To sketch a picture.

fault A weakness or mistake.

golden Made of gold.

notice Pay attention to.

radio
A device that sends or receives signals through the air and turns them 

into sound.

scatter To throw here and there.

straw A slender tube used for sucking up a liquid.

taxicab A car that carries passengers for a cost.

Unit 8

bubble a small ball-shaped film of soap filled with air

bundle many things wrapped together

castle
a large old building with high thick walls used to protect people from 

attack

impossible not able to happen

invisible not able to be seen

needle a thin, small tool used for sewing

possible able to happen

saddle a seat that is strapped to the back of a horse or mule

tremble to shake with fear or feeling

vegetable a plant whose leaves, fruit, or roots can be eaten

anyone everyone

anything one of many things

anyway even so

anywhere in one of many places

barnyard a fenced area around a barn

cornfield a field where corn grows



everyone each person, everybody

gingerbread a dark molasses cake flavored with ginger

halfway half of a distance; not completely

neighborhood an area within a city where people live

somebody someone

sometime at an unknown time in the future

themselves plural form of himself, herself, and itself

understand to get the meaning of something

upstairs on an upper floor

amaze to astonish

arrive to get to a place

beach the edge of a lake or ocean

blink to close and open the eyes quickly

bother to upset

check to look over

cheer a yell of praise

decide to make up your mind

deliver to hand something over to someone

escape to get away

exercise an activity that keeps the body or mind healthy

figure a written symbol that represents a number

fry to cook something in very hot oil or butter

gaze a steady, long look.

match a small, thin stick of wood used to light a fire

Unit 9

disappear to pass out of sight, vanish

disappoint to not meet someone's goals or hopes

disband to break up

dishonor to shame

dislike to not like

recheck to check again

refigure to solve a problem again

refold to fold again

reload to insert again

remodel to change or make something different



unbent straightened

uncover to remove the cover

unfasten to separate

unhappy not happy

untie to undo or loosen

aimless not having a purpose

business the job a person does to make a living

careful paying close attention

cheerful joyful, happy

cloudless no clouds in the sky

crispness the state of being crisp, something that is firm but breaks easily

darkness the state of having little or no light

fearful full of fear

goodness the state of being kind and thoughtful

handful as much as can be held in your hand

happiness the state of being glad and pleased

helpless unable to take care of oneself

needless something of no use

sleepless without sleep

useful helpful

beginning the start of something

comfortable something that causes a good or relaxed feeling

complete whole

eighteen a number that is eight more than ten

enormous huge

experiment a test to prove something

familiar something or someone who is often seen

famous something or someone who is well known by a lot of people

favorite something that is liked better than all the others

fifteen a number that is five more than ten

fourteen a number that is four more than ten

nineteen a number that is nine more than ten

seventeen a number that is seven more than ten

sixteen a number that is six more than ten

thirteen a number that is three more than ten


